User Guide
To
CRITFC’s Interactive Mappers
CRITFC is using ESRI products to build online interactive mapping applications for the display
of general spatial and tabular data or for specific projects. The applications are built with
Flex viewer on a GIS Server with many of ESRI’s basemaps used with CRITFC’s or project
data.
The Northwest Power and Conservation Council (NPCC; formerly the Northwest Power
Planning Council) led a 2001-2004 effort to develop comprehensive subbasin plans
throughout the Columbia River Basin. Please see the Subbasin Plans and information at the
NPCC web site for further information on the effort
(http://www.nwcouncil.org/fw/subbasinplanning). This mapping application was built to
combine and visually display the four most significant aquatic limiting factors (LF)
information from the plans.

NOTE – different web browsing applications and versions, Firefox, IE, Google Chrome, etc., may display the mapping
application and the reports differently; hopefully functionality is the same. If you are having issues with performance,
try another browser.
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The map design is very similar to many other interactive maps on the web today. Many of the navigation tools should look
very similar.
Overall Layout:

View of map when mapping application is first opened.
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Map Name: Display of map name.
Navigation Tools: This tool set, including several types of zooming and panning tools. These
tools should look very similar to other web interactive mapping applications.
 Panning Tools - move the map automatically in increments when tool is clicked.
Includes Full Extent, Pan in several directions, and Next and Previous Extent.
 Slider Bar for Zooming Tool - moves at predetermined scales of zoom.
 Pan Hand - manual panning after the tool is clicked and hand/mouse is used to move
the map.
 Zoom Tools - manual zooming after the tool is clicked, draw a box with tool/mouse to
zoom in or out in a selected area.
Panning Tools Panning Tools

Panning
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Zoom Tools

NOTE: If your mouse has a roller it can be used for zooming in and out of the map.
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Layer List: This window shows the different layers of spatial data on any map. The complete layer list is not visible when
this window opens. To expand the layer list, click arrow button # 2. The window can be placed anyway on the map by
dragging it with the mouse.
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Activity Tools: These tools are found on the top of the map in the center and include: Print, Legend, Identity Tool, Layer
List, as defaults. Other tools specific to project may be available.
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For the Subbasin Plans Limiting Factors mapping application a tool called Draw and Measure
is available in the
Activity tool set. Once the tool is opened, it allows the user to draw a variety of objects on the map, add text, or measure.

View of available tools.

Once a draw style has been selected, options
for font type and color appear.
Also note the Show Measurements check box.

Once the Show Measurements has been
selected more choices of units of measure are
available.

After selecting the tool, colors, fonts, width, and if measuring, the units of measure. Draw on the map and when finished the
map can be printed with the objects and text for sharing. If measurement was checked the map will display the
measurements on the map.

Reports generated by clicking the link in the Identify Window.
Currently this mapping application does not have any report documents associated with the spatial data, therefore the
Lightning Bolt symbol will not appear in the Identity Tool’s pop-up window.
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Links: The word “Link” can be clicked for a list of links that are useful for interacting with the mapping application or data
on other related websites. An example it below.
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Basemaps: A set of “Basemap”(s) that can be access for adding more data or layers to the
map. The “Basemap” dropdown window has several basemaps to choose from and each of
these will display different kinds of information (towns, roads, national parks). A basemap
was chosen for the initial opening of the application mapper, but it can be changed for any
other basemap.
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